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The potential of Raman spectra to offer "fingerprint" information about scatterer molecule trigger the growth of surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) which was discovered in 1974 [1]. Because of its selectivity and high sensitivity SERS is now realised as promising analytical tool for ultrasensitive detection of molecules in biomedical and environmental applications [2,6]. The mechanisms behind enormous enhancement in Raman signal are electromagnetic effect and chemical effect [7]. The central resource of electromagnetic enhancement in SERS is localised conduction electrons in metal nanostructures and electric field in their vicinity is boosted at an instance known as localised surface plasmon resonance [8]. Thus Raman scattering cross section of molecule adsorbed to metal nanostructures is enlarged which leads to more intense Raman signal. The electromagnetic enhancement is strongly sensitive to particle size, shape, spatial arrangement, and dielectric environment of metal nanostructures [8]. Also metal nanostructure with "hot spots" provides enhancement factor as high as 1012 - 1015 and enable detection of single molecule [9-11]. Though SERS as evolves as sensitive technique with high selectivity, the field lacks fabrication of SERS active substrate cost effectively with uniform array of "hot spots" and that provide uniform enhancement in reproducible way over large area. 
The evolution of SERS substrates commence from electrochemically roughened electrode and then progress to metal nanocolloids and metal islands on glass [12-16]. Heterogeneity in size, shape of such substrates offer non uniform Raman enhancement over the substrates with poor reproducibility from one experiment to another. Hence substrates with patterned structures are highly advantageous in the field of SERS and research focus for fabrication of such SERS substrates.  Nanosphere lithography [17] is one method to prepare substrates with regular array of structures of controllable size. Another method is nanolithographic technique such as electron beam lithography which offers fabrication of structures with tunable size, shape and spacing in more controlled way [18-20]. However, electron beam lithographic technique face difficulty such as expensive, time consuming and scale up issues. 
Nanoimprint lithography is one such method which offers flexible patterning, simplicity and low cost.  The technique involves transfer of patterns from master fabricated via electron beam lithography to polymers with the application of temperature and pressure so that the masters can be reused [21-23]. Fabrication of arrays with circular and cylindrical profiles by nanoimprinting technique is well known and has been deliberately applied in various fields.  Advancement of nanoimprinting technique for the fabrication of arrays with more anisotropy is vastly demanding because their superior properties. The benefit of localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is utilised not only in SERS but also in novel photonic devices and biosensors. It is essential to develop a non-conventional nanofabrication technique for research in material science, biology, chemistry, and physics so as to be applied in biological and chemical sensors, manufacturing microelectronics and microfluidic devices.
This report highlights successful fabrication of triangular arrays by nanoimprint lithography which fit the technique for the fabrication of anisotropic structures also. Though enhancement factor of order 1013-1014 has been achieved by controlling inter particle distance of metal nanostructures to 1-2 nm range through aggregation of metal nanocolloids using NaCl, DNA etc,  these unusual high average enhancement factors observed for colloidal SERS substrates are seldom reproduced [24, 25, 26]. The fabricated silver nanotriangles are employed as a cost effective SERS substrate with reproducible sample to sample SERS enhancement and outstanding sensitivity. Silicon substrates with triangular pits of different edge length 200nm, 300nm and 400nm, depth 250 nm and inter-distance of 200nm were designed and these triangular arrays were replicated to PMMA substrates so that silicon master can be reused and to trend low cost reproducible SERS active substrate. The significance of the present work is that fabrication of SERS substrate with highest reported value of enhancement factor for periodic SERS substrate through an economic way.
2	Experimental
2.1	Fabrication of silicon master substrates via EBL
Squared grid nanotriangle pillar arrays of area 50μm×50μm with a nanotraingle edge length of 200nm to 400nm and a pitch of 250 nm were fabricated by EBL using Raith Elphy Plus (SEM based system) equipped with software for correcting the proximity effect. E-beam resists, 300 nm thick PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate, from Good fellow) was spin coated to prepared silicon. The PMMA resist was exposed to the 49pA electron beam with an area dose mode in the range of 305 µAs/cm2. Following the electron beam exposure, PMMA resist was developed in 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone/isopropanol (MIBK/IPA) mixture for 30 s, and then spray rinsed with IPA for 30s and blown dry with nitrogen. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was carried out on silicon substrate to get a depth of 250nm. 50 sccm of SF6 and 90 sccm of C4F8 gases were used for etching and passivation cycles, respectively. RIE of silicon was performed using inductively coupled plasma (ICP). The ICP power, pressure, RIE time were adjusted at 300W, 15mT and 4 minutes respectively to achieve desired depth of 250 nm. Finally PMMA resist were removed on reacting with acetone and isopropyl alcohol. The detailed fabrication steps are tabulated in table S1 to table S5 in electronic supplementary information.    
2.2	Fabrication of nanotriangular pillars via NIL
Replica mold of triangular pillar arrays were fabricated using nanoimprint lithography (NIL) with a custom designed nanoimprint machine. During both NIL steps, a chlorosilane coupling agent, (3- acryloxypropyl)methyldichlorosilane, was used to prime the substrate, followed by spin coating of a UV-curable NIL resist, composed of a low viscosity UV-curable acrylated poly(dimethylsiloxane) material, a multifunctional acrylate cross-linker, and a free radical initiato. Details of nanoimprinting on PMMA sheet are given in table S6 in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM).
3	Results and discussion































































Figure 3 FESEM image of inverted nanotriagular pillars fabricated via EBL of edgelength (a) 200nm (b) 300nm 





















It is also obtained that as edge length of triangle varies from 200 nm to 300nm, SPR peaks shift from 560nm to 980nm (figure 4). The red shift can be attributed to increased charge separation of dipoles for large edge length. The localized electrical field enhancement in silver nanotriangle arrays is also visualised by FDTD under 633nm excitation source and corresponding filed distribution is given in figure 4 (right). As shown in figure, hotspot will always distributed at the corners. The electric field was monitored at a wavelength equivalent to Raman excitation, ie. 633 nm and these hot spot are efficient contributors of Raman enhancement in SERS.





Figure 5 SERS spectra of 10-3 M BT on triangular pillar arrays of edge length 200nm, 300nm and 400nm
The SERS spectra were acquired by LabRam HR microRaman spectrometer with a laser excitation wavelength of 633nm, and a collection time of 1 s. SERS spectra of monolayer BT on silver nanotriangle arrays of edge length 200nm, 300nm and 400nm have been measured in an air environment and are shown in figure 5.

	All the spectra show characteristic peaks of benzene thiol which is assigned according to the early reports [27, 28]. The Ag-S bond formation is evident with presence of peak at 1469 cm‐1. The peaks at 1570cm-1, 1066 cm−1, 1017 cm−1 comes from the C–C stretching, in‐plane phenyl ring stretching, in‐plane ring deformation respective whereas peaks 996 cm−1, 684 cm−1 and 413 cm−1 can be assigned to in‐plane ring deformation mode coupled to the S–H bending mode, the C–H out‐of‐plane deformation and C–S stretching respectively. The absence of peak at 917 cm‐1 associated with the S-H bond which is present in BT solution indicates that monolayer of benzenethiol was formed onto silver surface [23]. It is also observed that silver film on flat PMMA do not produce any SERS signal (data not given). Thus it is confirmed that the silver nanotriangles with sharp corners enhance Raman scattering cross section of BT while the planar PMMA-silver substrate couldn't produce any detectable signal.  



















	To assess the enhancement ability of the nanotriangle array, the enhancement factor (EF) is calculated by comparing the Raman signal intensities in SERS and normal Raman spectra. According to the previous report [23], the EF can be calculated following the formula EF = (ISERS/IREF)×(NREF/NSERS), where NSERS and NREF are the numbers of benzenethiol contributing to the SERS signal and the normal Raman signal, respectively, and ISERS and IREF are the intensities of the selected scattering bands in the SERS and normal Raman spectra that are normalized for laser power and integration time. Since BT forms monolayer over the substrate, from the data that areal density of benzene thiol in homogeneous layer is 3.3x1014 cm-2 the number of BT molecules adsorbed to silver nanotriangle in the detection volume can be approximated to 330 molecule. Since only corners of triangle hold hot spot sites, the number of BT molecules that contribute to SERS signal is even very small and will be about 20 molecules. The number of molecules contributing to the neat Raman spectra was calculated by taking into account the laser spot size and the collection volume and is estimated to 1.46x1010. It is clearly seen that even though number of molecules sampled in SERS measurement is very small, SERS signal intensity is many orders higher than the neat normal Raman spectra. The Raman peak at 998 cm -1 is used for  computing the SERS enhancements because it is furthest removed from Ag-S bond corresponding to the vibration where molecular polarizability and in turn Raman intensity is modified dramatically [23]. Thus it is possible to estimate enhancement factor more accurately.  The average enhancement factor of our nanotriangular pillar array based SERS substrate of edge length 200nm is calculated to be 5.19x1011 which is highest for a reported value of patterned substrate. The enhancement factor corresponding to edge length of 300nm and 400nm are 3.79x1011 and 3.19x1011 respectively. The details regarding calculation of enhancement factor is given in electronic supplementary material. Even though selecting the most appropriate peak is very important for estimating average enhancement factor with good accuracy variation in EF with of edge length is found to be relatively independent of the choice of Raman peak chosen for comparison. Edge length dependence of EF for Raman mode at 998 cm-1 mode at a constant inter pillar gap of 250 nm is presented in table S7 in electronic supplementary material and it is concluded that edge length variation has very little ability to effect SERS enhancement which is consistent with  theoretical result from FDTD.  









Figure 7 SERS specta of DNA E-coli using nanotriangular based substrate
	
SERS has been demonstrated as a powerful tool in biology and medicine for the analysis of living cell [30], DNA [31,32] etc. The practical application of as prepared SERS substrate is demonstrated through label free detection of DNA. DNA of E-coli with a concentration of 80 ng/ml is used for the analysis. In order to bind DNA to the SERS substrate, DNA uncoiling was done by heating DNA solution in TE buffer to 860C for 10 minutes followed by rapid cooling in ice bath. Then the SERS substrate was kept in DNA solution for 12 hours. SERS spectra of DNA (E-coli) is given in figure 7. Raman signal is observed for a very low concentration of 80 ng/ml while bulk DNA doesn't show any signal. The peaks corresponding to all the bases; adenine, thymine, cytosine and guanine are got enhanced and are well matches with the reports [31,33,34]. In order to confirm the sensitivity of nanotriangular based substrate SERS spectra is compared with that from a SERS substrate with pyramidal arrays formed by chemical etching (details are given in ESM). It is observed that many of the peaks that obtained from nanotraigular array based SERS substrate are not observed in the spectra from pyramidal array based substrate (figure S1 in ESM). These result demonstrate the sensitivity and potential of nanotriangular arrays for label free detection of DNA.
An estimation of enhancement factor described in previous reports based on patterned SERS active substrate fabricated via lithographic technique ranges from 103 to 109 . Quasi-3D gold nanostructures on poly(dimethylsiloxane) PDMS based SERS substrates fabricated  using electron beam lithography reported an enhancement factor of 6.4 × 105 [19] , gold nanograting, gold nanodisc fabricated via EBL provide an enhancement factor of 36.4 x 104 and 3.8 x 104 respectively [20]. Qiuming Yu et al fabricated gold nanohole and nanodisk array by electron beam lithography and reported an enhancement factor of 1.3 × 103 [35]. Gold coated on silicon nanopillar gives an enhancement factor 1.2 x  108 [23]. Pyramidal array based SERS substrate shows an enhancement factor of 2.84×107 [36].  Additionally, recent reports have revealed that an enhancement factor on the order of 107 - 108 is sufficient for single-molecule spectroscopy [37, 38]. Thus our new SERS substrate fabricated via given fabrication method possess exceeding advantages of the single use of silicon master to produce uniform array of nanotriangle pillars which unlock a method to reduce cost of SERS substrate and to fabricate large area uniform reproducible SERS substrate with very large enhancement factor with single molecule detection capability.
4	Conclusions
Large area arrays of inverted nanotriangles with high reproducibility were successfully fabricated via electron beam lithography technique. To conquer drawback related to expensive of EBL, nanoimprinting technique is employed to fabricate arrays of nanotrianglular arrays. The edge length of triangles was varied from 200nm to 400nm and height was fixed at 250nm. Based on the fabricated nanotriangle pillar arrays highly competent SERS active substrate with advantages such as economic, uniformity over large area, reproducibility and excellent sensitivity with enhancement factor of 2.9x10 11 was introduced. The enhancement factor is highest reported value for patterned SERS substrate.
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